
 

"Nick Green came on-board as our freelance copy writer in September 2016, and slipped 

straight into the team. Enthusiastic, fast and a great wordsmith, Nick has really helped 

shape a new tone of voice for the brand that's resonating well across multiple countries. I 

would recommend him highly ... but then you might take all his time!!" 

Alastair Kingsland - GEAR4 

"Nick Green is an instinctual copywriter. He is very sensitive, picks up on nuance and also 

delivers the very essence of the person in a business-like way. Highly recommended. 

Neela Bettridge - Neela Bettridge Business Leadership Coaching 

"Nick has become a great new member of our team.  His personality and spirit flow through 

into his work.  Nick has learnt quickly to adapt to client demands and back office 

procedures.  He has a super skill set of being able to turn the driest content and bring it to 

life along with some humour, which is great.  We love working with Nick. He fits in very well 

with the team at Prism.  Would highly recommend Nick - he’s awesome!" 

Faye Marsden - Prism Communications 

"Nick is everything you might hope for in a corporate video script writer: he's clear, concise 

and creative. What makes him unique, however, is his ability to understand the brief and 

challenge the concept to help make a script the best it can be. So not only do we love 

working with him but our clients do too." 

Richard Belcher BA MA - Director, First Sight Media 

"Nick Green is a devilishly delightful talent to do business with. His wordsmithing, ideas, 

experience and heavy-weight creative input adds zest, irreverence and professionalism to 

projects - whilst always providing a higher level of clarity and a deeper sense of connection 

with customers. We love working with Nick. He's constantly adding creative zing to the 

mundane, pushing the boundaries (in a good way) and bringing ideas to life. He's also very 

good at helping to win pitches!" 

Adam Clark - Ooba Advertising & Creative Design Ltd 

"Nick was integral in helping us develop a concept and a winning pitch for an employee 

engagement film for pharmaceutical company Merck-Serono. Following commission, the 

script Nick wrote was imaginative, cost-effective and completely delivered for the intended 

audience, for which our client was delighted. Personally, he is very easy to work with, 

professional and very fast. I wouldn't hesitate in hiring his services again." 

Thomas Delfs - Head of Production / Director, insitu 

 


